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SRA Attends National Extension Summit
The Sugar
Regulatory Administration participated in the
2017 National Agriculture, Fisheries,
Forestry and Natural Resources (AFFNR)
Extension Symposium held on October 3-4,
2017 at the Crown Legacy Hotel in Baguio
City with the theme, “Strengthening the
Philippine Agriculture, Fisheries, Forestry,
and Natural Resources (AFFNR) Extension
for Rural Transformation in a Globalized
Era.”
Spearheaded by the Philippine Extension
and Advisory Services Network, Inc., the
SRA delegation was headed by Dr. M. Dina
Padilla-Fernandez (OIC, Office of the
Manager III, RDE-L & M) along with select RDE personnel
from Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao.
On behalf of Agriculture Sec. Emmanuel Piñol, Regional
Executive Director Lorenzo M. Caranguian served as the
event’s keynote speaker. He was overwhelmed by the
turnout of the number of attendees which totalled to 979. He
cited that in the previous leg which was in Tagaytay, the
participants only reached 500 unlike this year. He extended
his gratitude to the ATI for its excellent planning of the
event.
Mr. Caranguian started his speech by mentioning the four
types of Extension worker: 1) one who makes things
happen; 2) one who watch things happen; 3) one who
doesn’t know that things happen; and 4) one who destroys
the good things that happen. He expressed confidence that
all of the participants present belong to the first type. He
stressed that we are in a fast-paced world. Our farmers, as
compared to their counterparts in other countries are
marginalized, the reason why the goal of the symposium is
to promote fast technology transfer to them.
Extension workers now are actually specialists as there are
those for rice, corn and sugarcane. At present, we have
modern gadgets and tools that make things easy. It is
therefore imperative to adapt to modern technology or else,
we’ll be left behind. The present perspective of the farmer is
more well-rounded---as entrepreneur, trader, etc. unlike
before when his foremost concern is just to bring food on
the table.

As a parting shot, Mr. Caranguian outlined the 3 C’s
that capsulize the good characteristics of an effective
Extension worker: 1) Confidence; 2) Commitment; and 3)
Concern. He challenged the audience to make life better for
the farmers.
(Continued on p. 3)
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NEW MECHANICAL PLANTING MACHINE IN
THE TARLAC MILL DISTRICT

PARTICULARS
Capacity

NEW MECHANICAL
PLANTING MACHINE
15,000 canepoints

OLD MECHANICAL
PLANTING MACHINE
3,000 canepoints

No. of area to finish per day

3.0 hectares

1.5 hectares

Fertilizer Application

YES

YES

Fungicide/ Insecticide Application

YES

NO

No. of Feeder (Worker)

One (1)

Six (6) to seven (7)

Furrow distance

1.6 meters

1.6 meters

No. of canepoints per linear meter

7 pcs.

5-6 pcs.

The new mechanical planting machine was imported by the Australian Farming Group in Bantog,
Tarlac City through Mr. Edgar Sumat of Bantog Masikap Block Farm and VULCAN Sugar Farming
Corp. Various farmer groups from the Bicol Region, BISPA Planters from Batangas, and block farm
members of Balayan and Don Pedro have witnessed its operation.
The machine uses only one person to operate the sprinkler for cane-points fungicide treatment. The
machine has a conveyor type system to distribute these canepoints to the panel going
to the soil and cover it
with compactor
underneath.
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Mr. Cornelio
“Arnel” Toreja of the
BISPMPC and the
Australian PartnerManager of the
Vulcan Sugar
Farming Corp. talk
while the
demonstration was
taking place.

(SRA Attends National . . from p.1)

After the keynote message, a series of plenary
presentations took place, starting with ATI-PAD Chief Engr.
Renato B. Dela Cruz who talked about “Shaping the
Philippine Extension Service through Responsive
Extension Governance.” This was followed by
presentations from UPLB-CPAF Dean Dr. Virginia R.
Cardenas (“Building Capacities for the AFFNR Sector in
the New Era of Rural Transformation: The New
Extensionists”), UPLB-CPAF IGRD Director Dr. Rowena
DT. Baconguis (“Towards Improved Extension Practices:
Extension and Technology Transfer Modalities of the
Philippines”), IFAD/SAAS Project Coordinator Dr. Rex
Victor O. Cruz (“Emerging Policies and Practices on
Forestry Extension”), IFAD/SAAS Project Consultant Dr.
Evelyn A. Esquiejo and DA-CHARMP/RTD for Research
Project Coordinator Dr. Cameron P. Odsey. Acting as
moderator was Dr. Josephine F. Cruz, Vice-President and
CBSU/PhilEASNet Board Member.
In the afternoon, parallel sessions were held in which the
participants were divided and classified according to their
line of interest. The four areas covered were: Extension
Governance, Capacity Building, Extension Modalities and
the combined Capacity Building and Extension Modalities.
Following this was the presentation and election of the new
set of PhilEASNet officers for 2017-2019.
Capping the last day was the staging of the last two plenary
presentations which were: “Collaborative Provincial
Agriculture and Fishery Extension System: A Governance
Model for Improved LGU Extension” by CAMP Secretary
Dr. Rex L. Navarro and “Professionalizing Extension
through Continuing Professional Development” by PRC

Tarlac MDDCFI Representative, Mr. Jose Angelo Flores
leading the demonstration with BISPMPC planters from
Batangas.

Board for Customs Brokers Chairperson Nenette T.
Dagondon.
One of the day’s highlights was the “Experience Sharing
Session” where four individuals coming from various
sectors spoke about their respective success in agriculture.
First to present was Mr. John Diego A. Mahistrado, a young
farmer from Bukidnon who discussed “Youth in AgriTourism.” He was followed by Ms. Judith A. Ting, President
of the Lucban RIC and 2016 Gawad Saka National
Champion on LGU Operated BFT. She handled the topic
on “Women in Agri-preneurship.” Meanwhile, Mr. Romeo P.
Ganiron, an Outstanding Gawad Saka awardee from Ilocos
Norte shared his “Outstanding Farming Practice.” Lastly,
YPARD Country Representative Mr. Jim Leandro P. Cano
spoke on “Young Professionals in Extension and
Agricultural and Advisory Services: Challenges for YPARD.
Apart from Dr. Fernandez, the SRA contingent also
includes Ms. Evelyn Estanislao (Coordinator, Block Farm
project, L & M) and her Visayas counterpart Ms. Helen
Lobaton, Mill District Officers Joel Ronario (Tarlac), Celso
Ersando (Don Pedro), Lucio Santiago (Balayan), Edgar
Aclao (Davao), Zyrus Oliver Montiel (Pampanga), Ireneo
Nuñez (Cotabato), Salvador Ocampo (Pensumil), Ms.
Teresa Caballero, Mr. Ruel del Rosario and Mr. Joseph
Peter Gonzales, among others. - Joseph Peter R.
Gonzales
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SRA-TESDA Scholars in Isabela
Successfully Finish Courses
In line with the Sugarcane Industry
Development Act (SIDA) Scholarship Program
being implemented by the Technical Education
and Skills Development Authority (TESDA)
pursuant to SRA Circular Letter No. 09, Series
2016, two courses were offered in the Isabela Mill
District: Service Engine Mechanical Component
(Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II) with ten
beneficiaries and Service Automotive Electrical
(Leading to Automotive Servicing NC II) with
sixteen. The graduation rites for both were
conducted on site at Villabuena, Sta Maria,
Isabela.
Gracing the special event were the
Municipal Mayor of Sta. Maria, Isabela, Hon.
Hilario G. Pagauitan, Provincial Director of
TESDA-Isabela, Dr. Nestor Ave, SRA-Carsumco
Mill District Officer, Lito M. Caranguian, Roel V.
Puyot of the SRA-Isabela Mill District, the
Chairman of the Nagavilla Cooperative, Johnny
Palding and the President-CEO of the Cooperative
Bank of Cagayan, Engr. Nestor Bautista.
Mayor, Pagauitan officially welcomed the
SRA-TESDA team and all the participants. In his
message, he extended his warmest thanks to
everybody especially the SRA and TESDA team
which gave
the
scholarship to
the sugarcane
planter /
beneficiaries.
He also
encouraged
all his
Barangay
Captains to
form
Mayor Hilario Paguitan officially
cooperatives
welcomes everybody.
in their
respective areas and assured his full support in
increasing sugarcane production thereby uplifting
the living conditions of the planters in Sta. Maria.
Meanwhile, Dr. Nestor Ave, Provincial Director
of TESDA Isabela informed the group regarding
other TESDA scholarship programs aside from
that of SRA-TESDA.

On his part, SRA’s very own Mr.

Graduates listen attentively as TESDA Provincial Director
Dr. Nestor Ave deliver his message.

Caranguian congratulated the graduates and
extended his gratitude to the very supportive
Municipal Mayor, Coop Chairman and TESDA

CARSUMCO
Mill
District
Officer
Lito speaking
Caranguian
CARSUMCO Mill
District
Officer Lito
Caranguian
before the
graduates.
speaking
before the graduates.

Provincial Director. He also encouraged the
graduates to implement
CARSUMCO Mill Districtthe
Officerknowledge/skills
Lito Caranguian speaking before the they
graduates.
had learned and make use of the toolkits as a
source of income thereby uplifting their way of
living.

One of the
most
anticipated
portions of
the One of the most anticipated portions of tnhe program was the
Oneallowance
of the most anticipated
portions
of tnhe
program
was the
awarding
check
andcheck
toolkits
to the
graduates.
program
was ofthe
awarding
of
allowance
and
toolkits
awarding of check allowance and toolkits to the graduates.
to the graduates.
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Next STEP in Pampanga Mill District
A second Special Training for Employment Program (STEP) was held in Pampanga Mill District on July
10 to August 19, 2017. This time, a total of 11 participants underwent Automotive Servicing NC II
training that was conducted at Brgy. Maliwalu, Bacolor, Pampanga. The participants in the said training
are block farm members, sugarcane workers, and dependents of the Maliwalu Balik Barangay Farmers
Association, one of the beneficiaries of the block farming program. This scholarship program is part of
the Sugar Regulatory Administration’s (SRA) effort, in partnership with the Technical Education and
Skills Development Authority (TESDA), to capacitate sugarcane industry workers and dependents, both
in the economic and professional aspect.

TESDA trainees at the Pampanga Mill District together with Engr. Francis Hernandez (3 rd from right) pose
for a photo op during their training on Automotive Servicing NC II.
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Farmers Inc. (ABSFI) staged at the Central
Mindanao University Convention Center in
which he served as the key note speaker.

ADM. SERAFICA STAGES MEETING
WITH THE BUKIDNON MILL
DISTRICT FOUNDATION, INC.

SRA Administrator Hermenegildo
Serafica made an official visit to the Bukidnon
Mill District Foundation, Inc. on October 28,
2017. With him were Board Member Roland
Beltran and Ms. Rosemarie Gumera,
Manager III, PPD. Upon arrival, the group
went straight to the BUSCO Research
Training Center where they met with the
different Mill District heads and Agriculturists
in Mindanao.
There were several topics discussed in
the meeting like, the official list of additional
block farms for the year 2017-2018, the
present status of the block farm project,
issues on the farm to mill road, and
scholarship program.
Adm. Serafica and Ms. Gumera took
turns in handling the said topics as they
explained each one thoroughly to the delight
of the audience. They actively participated in
the question-and-answer portion where the
two SRA top honchos answered the queries
with zest and confidence.
On the following day, October 29,
2017, Adm. Serafica graced the annual
general assembly of the Bukidnon Sugarcane

Apparently, the annual general
assembly meeting was a success. The
participants did not only learn new things
about farming but were able to voice out their
concerns as well which will definitely
contribute to the improvement and
development of the group’s services and
assistance to its members.

BUKIDNON MILL DISTRICT HOLDS
SERIES OF TRAININGS FOR THE
LAST QUARTER OF THE YEAR
Capacity-Building
November 13- 20, 2017- Headed by Mr. Alan
Buque, the SRA team conducted the second
tranche of its Capacity-Building Seminar for
small farmers to 7 barangays with 239
participants. The agency’s agriculturists and
technical officers were the ones who acted
out as resource speakers.
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The following is the breakdown of the
graduates:
20 scholars from the Service Automotive
Electrical leading to the Automotive
Servicing TESDA scholarship
14 scholars from the Test & Repair Wiring
Lighting System leading to the
Automotive Servicing NC I.

********
GST, VAWC and Farm Management
On December 20, 2017, SRA held a
farm management training in Kuya,
Maramag, Bukidnon. SRA Agriculturists
facilitated the seminar to 57 participants from
the TOSJ and BARCC Block Farms.

Aside from helping farmers, SRA also
aspires to help students who cannot afford to
go to school by providing assistance to those
poor but deserving ones through the SRA
TESDA Scholarship Program. One of the
main requirements is that applicants should
be laborers/workers in the sugarcane farm
industry.

The following day, December 21,
2017, select members of SRA’s GAD-TWG
conducted the GST & VAWC seminars to the
BMMPC Block Farms in Pigtauranan,
Pangantucan, Bukidnon. The number of
participants reached 25.

********
Sugarcane Production Technology
Seminar

********
Graduation of SRA-TESDA Scholars
November 22, 2017 proved to be a
very memorable day for SRA as its TESDA
scholars successfully finished their courses.

From the period of October to
December 2017, the BUSCO Sugar Milling
Company, Inc., in collaboration with the
Sugar Regulatory Administration (SRA),
triumphantly sponsored and organized the
Sugarcane Production Technology seminar
which proved to be productive.
Nine (9) barangays in the mill district
were chosen to participate and listen to the
speakers who were comprised of SRA
Agriculturists and technicians. It was
participated in by more than three hundred
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(Sugarcane Production . . from p.7)

ninety five (395) people.

Among the topics discussed in the seminar
were, “Land Preparation”, “Cultivation and
Weeding”, “Soil Sampling and Liming and
Fertilization”, and “Harvesting and Ratooning”.

